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During a programme of optial identi�ation of X-ray soures from the ROSAT all-skysurvey bright soure atalogue (Voges et al., 1999) with variable stars in the ROTSE1database (Wo�zniak et al., 2004) it was found that the unatalogued variable at 05h32m32:s68+62Æ47054:007 was oinident the X-ray soure 1RXS J053234.9+624755. The ROTSE1light urve is available from the Northern Sky Variability Survey (NSVS) website (see ref-erene Wo�zniak et al., 2004) and is shown in Figure 1. ROTSE1 magnitudes are broadlyequivalent to R. The data show two, or inluding the poor quality points, three large out-bursts from magnitude R � 16.0 to 12.9. The last outburst is partiularly well overedby the ROTSE1 data and is shown in more detail in Figure 2. This, and the rapid risetime of the seond outburst argues against any other type of large variation suggestingthat this star is a atalysmi variable (CV) of the U Gem type with a reurrene timesale of � 133 days. The duration of the outbursts is very short, about 4 days in total,and the initial deline rate, T1 = 1:0 days.The ROTSE1 position lies almost exatly between two stars in the GSC 2.2, USNOand 2MASS atalogues, so its identi�ation is not immediately obvious. The two stars areseparated by 1700 and the preeding (west) omponent is the brighter, by approximately
Table 1: Photometry of the two soures lose to the ROTSE1 positionEast WestSoure B R I J H K B R I J H KGSC 2.2 16.0 15.8 16.0 15.1USNO A2.0 16.3 16.4 15.8 15.1USNO B1.0 16.8 16.3 15.7 16.4 15.4 14.816.5 16.0 16.2 15.52MASS 15.18 15.02 14.30 14.15 14.06 13.83
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Figure 1. The ROTSE1 data showing the ombined light of the two stars as disussed in the text. Atquiesene the CV is below the detetion threshold. The agged data are shown as open squares.
one magnitude. The resolution element of the ROTSE1 survey is � 1400 so these stars areon the resolution limit.The available photometry of these two stars has been olleted in Table 1 and sug-gests that the brighter omponent is always above the ROTSE1 threshold of R � 15:5while the fainter omponent is (usually) below it. The ROTSE1 position is derived froma ombination of the two soures, the western omponent during CV quiesene, andthe CV dominated position during outburst. All the photometri and astrometri evi-dene strongly suggests that the CV is the eastern omponent of this pair at 05h32m33:s87+62Æ47052:001 and this is on�rmed by reent observations.In Figure 1 there are several measurements apparently showing the CV at quiesenebut these are probably entirely due to the brighter ompanion. Even the brighter mea-surements will still have a signi�ant ontribution from the ompanion, and the CV willonly begin to dominate at magnitudes above R � 14.5.The olours of the CV are not well determined in the optial, but yield an averageB � R = 0:3 whih is onsistent with this type of objet. However, the 2MASS olours(Cutri et al., 2003), J�H = 0:15 andH�K = 0:72 suggest a very red objet at the longestwavelengths, whih ontrasts with the blue objet seen in the optial. This ombinationof olours has been seen before in CVs (Hoard et al., 2002). The 2MASS olours do notsuggest any partiular type of CV; most have olours similar to main-sequene stars andall types have objets with anomalous olours. It is obviously a reurrent objet with arelatively short yle and the statistis suggest weakly that it is a U Gem star rather thana magneti CV.The X-ray soure 1RXS J053234.9+624755 from the ROSAT all-sky survey brightsoure atalogue (Voges et al., 1999) lies lose by at 05h32m34:s90 +62Æ47055:005 with anominal unertainty of 800. The X-ray soure lies 800 from the CV, within the error ellipse,and 2400 (3�) from the ompanion. The soure was observed by the ROSAT PSPC with aount rate of 0:260� 0:0270=s so assuming an optial magnitude, V = 16:3 this leads to
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Figure 2. The detail of the last outburst from the ROTSE1 data.
Fx=Fopt = 0:30. For CVs in general Fx=Fopt is notoriously variable but this value is in themiddle of the range. When ombined with the hardness ratios, HR1 = 0:15 � 0:10 andHR2 = 0:16 � 0:14 this objet lies on the lower edge of the group with higher Fx=Foptratios. In the hardness ratio plane this objet lies in the entral, more neutral group ofCVs, as opposed to the `hard' group or with the small number of very soft soures (seeMoth et al., 1998).

In an e�ort to identify previous outbursts the Sonneberg Plate Arhive was searhedand estimates were made on 123 pg plates taken during JD 2448220 { 2451601 and 111pv plates taken during JD 2447803 { 2451927. As a result four further outbursts wereidenti�ed and together with the ROTSE1 data an outburst ephemeris was derived. Fol-lowing a all for observations, whih was kindly provided by the CVNET(http://home.mindspring.om/ mikesimonsen/vnet/index.html ) another outburstwas deteted on 16 Marh 2005 independently by four observers. These were byW. Kriebel(JD 2453446.309, mag 12.0), P. Shmeer (JD 2453446.319, mag 11.9) and W. Renz
Table 2: Outbursts of 1RXSJ053234.9+624755HJD mag Cyle O � C(d) Soure & remarks2447975.312 11.6 0 �5.8 Sonneberg plate pv2448650.344 12.4 5 +1.2 Sonneberg plate pv2449058.306 13.7 8 +8.4 Sonneberg plate pg2450097.427 13.6 16 �21.3 Sonneberg plate pg2451332.672 12.79 25 +11.5 ROTSE *ag 81922451463.772 13.06 26 +9.0 ROTSE2451597.676 12.89 27 +9.3 ROTSE2453446.309 12.5 41 �12.4 Pietz, Kriebel, Shmeer & Renz* ag 8192: High satter of the orretions aross the map larger than 0.1 mag
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Figure 3. Finding hart from a POSS O plateshowing a 200 � 200 �eld around the CV. Northis up and east to the left. Figure 4. Finding hart from a POSS E plateshowing a 100 � 100 �eld around the CV. The baris 1 ar minute long.
(JD 2453446.323, mag 12.0) observing visually and J. Pietz with an un�ltered CCD SBIGST-6 (JD 2453446.309, mag 12.5). All the times of outburst are olleted in Table 2 andwere �tted by least squares to derive an outburst ephemeris of,HJDMax = 2447981:1 + 133:d6� E�8:0 �0:4The most reent observations suggest that this star is urrently undergoing a super-outburst whih is brighter and longer than seen in the ROTSE1 data. The only previousoasion when the star was observed this bright was on the �rst of the Sonneberg out-bursts 5471 days earlier. There are several, as yet, unpublished reports of superhumpswith a short period, so this star is a new short-period UGSU-type dwarf nova and willobviously reeive onsiderable attention in the future.Aknowledgements. It is a pleasure the aknowledge the use of the SIMBAD database,operated by the CDS at Strasbourg, Frane. This publiation makes use of data produtsfrom the Two Miron All Sky Survey.The authors further thank P. Shmeer and J. Pietz for their observations and MikeSimonsen and John Greaves for helpful omments.
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